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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the new method of the transverse rectus 
abdominis musculocutaneous flap blood perfusion mapping based 
on the active dynamic thermography. The method is aimed at aiding 
a surgeon during breast reconstruction procedure. A pair of dTnorm 
and t90_10 parameters were used as parametric image descriptors of 
the flap blood perfusion. The method was tested on 38 patients that 
were subjected to breast reconstruction procedure. This showed that, 
comparing to the static thermography, this is potentially an objective 
and effective method of skin flap perfusion assessment that can be 
performed in the operating room.

1. Introduction

One of the problems in plastic surgery is tissue reconstruction in patients that underwent 
cancerous breast resection. The most popular method of such reconstruction is based on 
unipedicled skin flap transplant to the target area. Among different reconstruction tech-
niques the unipedicled transverse rectus abdominis musculocutaneous (TRAM) flap breast 
reconstruction is one of the most important ones. The flap utilises blood flow through the 
deep superior epigastric pedicle within the rectus abdominis muscle [1]. Three different 
techniques of unipedicled flap are used in this type of reconstruction: (i) IPSI where skin flap 
is taken with the rectus abdominis muscle that is located at the same side as the recon-
structed breast, (ii) CONTRA where the flap is extracted within the muscle diagonally and 
(iii) TRAM supercharged where the deep superior epigastric pedicle is microsurgical con-
nected with internal thoracic artery [1]. Such coupling (iii) provides better blood perfusion
in the reconstructed area and reduces the risk of flap necrosis.

Currently the most popular methods of skin flap evaluation are based on subjective eval-
uation such as: tissue colour, respecting flap perfusion zones guidelines shown in Figure 1. 
In the abdominal skin flap 4 zones of different perfusion can distinguished: zone IV has poor 
blood perfusion and it is usually not considered for reconstruction. Blood perfusion in zones 
II and III strongly depends on each patient’s anatomy. Zone I is considered to be the most 
reliable for reconstruction [2].
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The ideal method for flap blood perfusion imaging should be: patient and flap safe, 
non-invasive, repeatable, fast as well as yielding low purchase and exploitation costs [3]. 
Among available methods such as: angiography, angio-CT, on indocyanine green dye [4,5] 
and MRI, laser Doppler imaging (LDI) and thermography. Thermography is the closest to 
fulfilling all mentioned requirements. Its functional imaging possibilities enable flap thermal 
activity monitoring which is the consequence of body blood perfusion and metabolism 
[6–12]. Thermography is also relatively cheap and accessible compared to other techniques 
like LDI.

2. ADT imaging, image descriptors

Flap parametric imaging was performed based on the idea of dTnorm (formula 1), and t90_10 
(formula 2, Figure 2) image descriptors that were also applied in the evaluation of cardio-
surgery wound healing [13,14] as well as breast cancer detection.

In the case of heating the formula (2) is transformed into (3):

(1)dTnorm =
dTreturn

dTexcit

(2)t90_10 = t10(T = 0.1 ⋅ dTreturn) − t90(T = 0.9 ⋅ dTreturn)

Figure 1. perfusion zones of the tram skin flap; Zone i is the most reliable and zone iv is least suited for 
reconstruction.
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for texcit = 60 s and tstop = 240 s the:

where: T0 – the initial temperature value of the object, Tstop – the termination temperature 
value of the experiment, Texcit – tissue temperature value the moment thermal excitation 
(heating) is switched off, texcit – the duration of the thermal excitation phase, tstop – time 
moment of the end of the experiment, dTexcit – total change of the temperature value of the 
object while heating, dTreturn – total drop of the temperature value after switching off the 
excitation, t90_10 – a difference of time, after which the object temperature drops to 10% of 
dTreturn value and time it reached 90% of this value.

The magnitudal parameter dTnorm describes the rate of temperature return relative to the 
temperature rise caused by tissue heating. If dTnorm value equals 1 this means that the tem-
perature value reached the initial state value within the 180 s, this usually takes place due 
to tissue high thermal activity (high blood perfusion, metabolic rate, etc.). On the other hand 
if dTnorm value equals 0 this means that there was no temperature change in the return phase, 
such situation takes place if there is no thermal activity (low blood perfusion, tissue necrossis, 
etc…). Additionally, thanks to its normalisation by the dTexcit, the dTnorm is independent of 
the non uniform excitation, which was proved by computer simulation of the active dynamic 
thermography (ADT) exam in the next sections of this paper.

The temporal t90_10 quantifies the speed of the transient process. It is the time period 
during which the temperature drops from the 90% of its initial value to the 10% of the end 
temperature. The mathematical model of the ADT thermal transient (heating excitation) is 
presented in Figure 2. It is a simple alternative to [15–19]. The t90_10 values are additionally 
normalised by the (tstop − texcit) factor (formula 4) to unify its value within the 0–1 range. Such 
operation improves the understanding of the imaging results by the clinics personnel. The 
case where the value of the normalised t90_10 parameter is close to 0 it means that the process 
of temperature return was very fast, almost instantaneous. This occurs in the areas of high 
metabolism or high blood perfusion like sought perforators or, it is important to underline 
that also in the case of necrosis. On the other hand, if the value of the normalised t90_10 
parameter is close to 1 this means that the process of the temperature value stabilisation 
was slow. This is the case of the sound tissue. It is important to stress the fact that if the 

(3)t90_10 = t90(T = 0.9 ⋅ dTreturn) − t10(T = 0.1 ⋅ dTreturn)

(4)t90_10n =
t90_10

180 s

Figure 2. the idea of thermal parametric imaging presented in this paper based on heating excitation.
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normalised t90_10 parameter value is close to 0 it can mean that the tissue is either very well 
perfused or dead. This can lead to misinterpretation of the flap perfusion based on single 
normalised t90_10 image. The additional context of high dTnorm values, which always indicate 
high thermal activity complements the information contained in the normalised t90_10 image. 
In practice sought perforators usually appear as the areas of low t90_10 values embedded in 
the areas of high t90_10 and dTnorm values.

3. Properties of dTnorm and t90_10n descriptors in the case of non-uniform
thermal excitation

This paragraph mentions the independence of the dTnorm and t90_10 on parameters of the 
non-uniform cooling power density. The problem of non-uniform excitation is an important 
issue of the ADT. Due to the 3D curvature of the flap or the properties of the excitation source, 
in the practical applications of the ADT, it is hard to provide uniform heating or cooling power 
density of the whole examined area. The negative influence of this phenomenon on imaging 
results cause distortions in the amplitude images (the example of such artefacts in the case 
of dTexcit and dTreturn images are shown in Figure 3). In the case of temporal images like t90_10n 
(normalised t90_10 in formula 4) or time constants such problem theoretically does not exist 

Figure 3. the dTexcit, dTreturn, dTnorm and t90_10n parametric images of tram flap of heating exam; the dTnorm 
and t90_10n, unlike the dTexcit and dTreturn, reveal no artefacts connected to non-uniform excitation power 
density of the flap surface; the artefacts are highlighted in black ellipse.
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if sufficient signal to noise ratio is provided (e.g. the adequate temperature value rise while 
heating).

To examine the influence of non-uniform excitation power density on the results of par-
ametric imaging a simulated ADT exam with two cooling power densities of -500 and 
-1000 W/m2 was performed. The resulting temperature transient was parameterized using
the dTnorm and t90_10n values. The results proved that both dTnorm and t90_10n descriptors yield 
similar results independently of the excitation power densities. Such property eliminates
the problem of non-uniform excitation of the ADT unit and increases the diagnostic value
of the imaging process. Table 1 quantifies dTnorm and t90_10n susceptibility to non-uniform
excitation power density.

where: dPar – mean relative parameter difference for 1000 and 500 W/m2 excitation, param-
eterP=500W – parameter* value for 500 W/m2 excitation power densities, parameterP=1000W – 
parameter* value for 1000 W/m2 excitation power densities.

*considering dTreturn, dTnorm and t90_10n parameters.
Summing up, the simulations of the ADT exam proved usefulness of the proposed descrip-

tors in blood perfusion imaging of the computer model of the unipedicled skin flap. The 
dTnorm and t90_10n image descriptors provide very good imaging capabilities of the flap ther-
mal activity as well as perforator mapping compared to the static thermography. The results 
also revealed that the ADT with cooling excitation proved to be more discriminative com-
pared to heating results.

One of the method’s big advantages is the dTnorm descriptor independence of the non-
uniform excitation (shown in Table 1). The influence of the non-uniform excitation on the 
imaging results is a big disadvantage of the typical magnitude based descriptors like the 
amplitudes of the exponent components in exponential models of the temperature 
transients.

4. Practical application

The clinical trials of the TRAM flap blood perfusion imaging method that is presented in this 
paper was performed in the Clinics of Plastic Surgery at the Medical University of Gdańsk. 
A series of unipedicled TRAM flap breast reconstructions was performed on 38 patients. This 
group consisted of 10 IPSI, 11 CONTRA and 17 TRAM supercharged patients [1]. Flap imaging 
was performed in full anastasia, in thermally controlled (t = 22 °C) operating room. The ADT 
exam followed the flap separation and elevation. FLIR A320 thermal camera was used for 
temperature transient recording. The cooling excitation was provided by the TITAN COOL 

(5)dPar = 100 ⋅
|
|parameterP=500W − parameterP=1000W

|
|

parameterP=1000W
(%)

Table 1. the comparison of the mean relative parameter differences (formula 5) of dTreturn, dTnorm and
t90_10n for 500 and 1000 W/m2 excitation power densities.

Parameter type dPar (%) Standard deviation (%)
dTreturn 50.21 0.11
dTnorm 0.01 0.02
t90–10n 0.10 0.20
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TC21 portable air conditioner shown in Figure 4 [20]. Heating excitation was performed by 
the 1000 W matrix of halogen shown in Figure 5, tissue temperature did not exceed 42 °C 
which is considered safe for the patient. The distance of the lamps from the examined surface 
was 70 cm. Thermal sequences were recorded by the FLIR Thermacam Researcher v2.9 PRO 
software.

Each excitation phase lasted 60 s followed by the temperature value decay/rise lasting 
180 s. These ADT exam phase duration times were set empirically, based on earlier performed 
experiments, computer simulations and clinical practice [13,14]. Such acquired data was 
subjected to post processing procedures involving: image matching based on DPS algorithm, 
spatial filtration (noise reduction) and finally dTnorm and t90_10 parameterization and normal-
isation. To ensure the best quality of thermographic sequence the following guidelines 
should be provided: minimal patient and ROI movements, object centred in the image as 

Figure 4. the adt imaging unit used in the research

Figure 5. the 1000 W matrix of halogen lamps used in the research as heating excitation.
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well as good focus of recorded thermograms. Sequence processing diagram is presented in 
Figure 6 [13,14,21].

5. Results

The following section presents the representative results of the Transverse Rectus Abdoiminis 
Flap perfusion imaging. Figure 7 illustrates the specific features of the dTnorm and t90_10n 
parametric images of the flap that are used to localise perforators as well as characterise its 
thermal activity. The magnitude of the dTnorm is proportional to the thermal activity of the 
flap which is the result of the blood perfusion and metabolism. The areas of high dTnorm 
should only be considered for further reconstruction as they are most likely to be well 

Figure 6. thermal sequence processing diagram; the input of the raw thermal sequence results in the 
dTnorm and the t90_10n parametric images [10,19,21].

Figure 7. the characteristic features of dTnorm and t90_10n parametric images; dTnorm describes the thermal 
activity of the flap as well as the possible perforator locations; t90_10n enables to localise the exact location 
of perforators.
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perfused and contain perforators. The value of the t90_10n image contains the information 
about the rate of the temperature return to its steady state. Low t90_10n appear when the 
process of the temperature return is fast, which can suggest high thermal activity of the flap 
region. On the other hand, it can present itself within the regions that are characterised by 
poor blood perfusion and metabolism. Such situation usually occurs around the edges of 
the flap and is confirmed in the dTnorm image where low dTnorm values suggest poor thermal 
activity. The most important feature of the t90_10n is the ability to localise the perforators, 
which are visible as cold spots within the areas of higher t90_10n values.

It is very important to stress the fact that the full qualification of the flap perfusion and 
localising perforators can be performed only utilising both dTnorm and t90_10n parametric 
images or a single dTnorm image which is also useful to indicate the areas of blood perfusion 
induced thermal activity. The t90_10n image should not be interpreted alone as following only 
the low t90_10n value criteria can be deceptive.

Table 2 summarises described features and diagnostic properties of the discussed descrip-
tors in flap blood perfusion imaging. The rules of the TRAM flap blood perfusion evaluation 
were established and verified during the series of the flap tests using the Doppler ultrasound 
module for the reference (the VENO flow metre device [22]). The Doppler exam was per-
formed before the procedure of breast reconstruction procedure and due to the time con-
suming manual ultrasound flap scanning only the three largest perforator vessels in zone I 
were sought. The exemplary result of such USG Doppler flap evaluation for both cooling 
and heating excitation is presented in Figure 8. The static thermogram of the flap in its steady 

Table 2.  Summary of the features of the dTnorm and t90_10n parameters in tram flap blood perfusion 
assessment.

dTnorm value is high dTnorm value is low
t90_10n value is high Well perfused/alive tissue Poor perfusion necrossis
t90_10n value is low Well perfused/‘cold spot’ in t90_10n image = perforator Poor perfusion necrossis

Figure 8. Static thermography imaging, the adt cooling and heating imaging compared to the uSg 
doppler; doppler localised perforators are encircled black in each picture; adt results match with doppler 
results and reveal more potential perforators.
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state is also included for comparison. The location of the strongest perforators is encircled 
in black and corresponds with the location of the three biggest hot spots in dTnorm and three 
biggest cold spots in the t90_10n in both heating and cooling. It is clearly visible that the 
parametric images reveal more potential perforators. Static thermography, due to its poor 
contrast, was less sensitive.

The results of the TRAM flap perfusion imaging also show that the guidelines described 
by Hartramph et al. [2] are not precise. In the case shown in Figure 9 the best perfused area 
of the flap is located in Zones I and III, with some of the most active perforators located 
within zone III (zone III is considered as one of the least reliable areas of the TRAM flap). In 
practice, zone I located directly above the rectus abdominis muscle is always directly and 
strongly perfused in the unipecilted method. However, the quantity of the tissue required 
for reconstruction is always greater than zone I could provide. In such case Hartrampf rec-
ommends acquiring the remaining required tissue from zone II, which in this situation would 
increase the risk of further partial flap necrosis. Here zone III is much better choice.

6. Static thermography in TRAM flap perfusion monitoring

This section presents the results of a study group of 38 patients undergoing breast recon-
struction with a pedicelled skin-muscle TRAM flap, including 10 patients who underwent 
TRAM IPSI procedure, 10 – TRAM CONTRA and 18 – TRAM supercharged, in which inferior 
epigastric vessels were additionally anastomosed with internal thoracic vessels. Each patient 
was examined intraoperatively after the flap was dissected (b2), directly after the procedure 
was completed when the patient was still in the operating theatre (b3), on Day 1 (b4) and 
Day 7 (b5) after the procedure. The evaluation included static thermography examination 

Figure 9. adt dTnorm and normalised t90_10n parametric images characterisation; in dTnorm bright spots and 
in normalised t90_10n dark spots indicate perforator locations in tram flap; dTnorm shows perfusion induced
thermal activity within Zone i and Zone iii; t90_10n reveals the location of two very active perforators on
the border of the Zone i and iii as well as within the Zone iii.
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and the clinical assessment of blood supply to the flap documented with a photographic 
examination. All surgical procedures were performed in a thermally stable operating room 
at 21 °C by the same surgical team and each patient had the opportunity to withdraw from 
the study at each stage. The study was approved by the Bioethic Committee.

Each operated patient underwent a thermographic examination performed in compliance 
with the same standards with FLIR A320G camera with spatial resolution of 320×240 pixels 
and NETD of 0.08 K. The camera was positioned at a distance of 70 cm from the studied flap 
and perpendicularly to its maximum mound. The first imaging examination was performed 
immediately after the dissection of the skin-muscle flap and excision of its excesses, second 
after suturing flap in the recipient region, and the follow-up ones – at 1 and 7 days after the 
surgery. Each examination consisted of the following steps:

•  static thermal imaging with proper thermal adaptation 20 min period
•  clinical examination of flap

The collected data were then processed to yield results in a numerical form. In the case 
of static thermography, we assessed the average temperature Tstat of the flap, expressed in 
Kelvin degrees.

In order to increase the accuracy of the imaging of skin blood supply disorders in the 
static tests, each flap was divided into eight zones: 4 central zones (C1, C2, C3, C4) and 4 
peripheral zones (B1, B2, B3, B4) shown in Figure 10. The division was always proportional 
to the size of the examined area.

Figure 10. flap scheme before rotation.
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As a result, each piece could be clearly identified despite the change in the spatial arrange-
ment of the flap during reconstructive surgery shown in Figure 11. For each zone both Tstat 
values were calculated. The obtained data were analysed statistically and compared with 
the clinical examination results.

Before the initiation of the surgery, the presence of perforators at hot spots of the ther-
mographic examination was confirmed with a Doppler ultrasound probe.

Throughout the period of research photographic documentation was maintained. 
Throughout the research programme no tissue infection or hematomas developed at the 
recipient site.

All statistical calculations were performed with the use of a statistical package – StatSoft. 
Inc. (2011). STATISTICA (data analysis software system) version 10.0 www.statsoft.com and 
an Excel spreadsheet. Quantitative variables were presented with the use of the arithmetic 
mean, standard deviation, median, minimum and maximum values (range) and 95% CI (con-
fidence interval), while qualitative variables were presented with the use of frequencies and 
percentage values. In order to verify whether a quantitative variable came from a normally 
distributed population the Shapiro-Wilk test was used. The Leven (Brown-Forsythe) test was 
used to the hypothesis of equal variances.

The significance of differences between the two groups (unpaired variables) was exam-
ined with significance difference tests: the Student’s t (or, in the absence of homogeneity of 

Figure 11. tram ipSi after rotation.
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variance – Welch test) or Mann–Whitney U test (where the conditions of applicability are not 
met for Student’s t-test or for variables measured on the ordinal scale). The significance of 
differences between more than two groups was tested with an F test (ANOVA) or Kruskal–
Wallis test (where the conditions of applicability are not met for ANOVA). If statistically sig-
nificant differences were found between groups, post hoc tests were applied (Tukey test for 
F. Dunn – for the Kruskal–Wallis test). In the case of two paired variables Student’s t test or
Wilcoxon matched pairs test was used (if applicability conditions were not met for the
Student t-test or for variables measured on the ordinal scale). The significance of differences 
between more than two related variables in the model analysis of variance was tested with 
repeated measurements or Friedman’s test (in the case of non-compliance with the appli-
cability of the analysis of variance with repeated measures or for variables measured on an
ordinal scale). Chi-square independence tests were used for categorical variables (applying 
correction by Yates for cell number smaller than 10, verification of Cochran conditions,
Fisher’s exact test, respectively).

In all the calculations, the level of significance was set at p = 0.05.

7. Results

Table 3 presents the results of a comparative analysis of static thermography performed 
after flap dissection (b2), immediately after flap rotation and suturing and postoperatively 
(b3): on Day 1 (b4) and 7 (b5) after surgery. Out of 38 patients participating in the study, 9 
patients developed marginal necrosis of the skin flap despite intraoperative clinical evalu-
ation of blood supply. No flap developed total necrosis, which would have indicated pedicle 
tightening or cutting. In the case of TRAM supercharged it would have additionally indicated 
microsurgical anastomosis obstruction.

Table 3 presents static thermography results. Mean values of necrotic quadrants from all 
flaps were compared to the mean value of all non-necrotic flaps with respect to examination 

Table 3. Comparison of the mean temperature values in K from necrotic quadrants of all flaps in static 
thermography as per complication incidence in test b-2, b-3, b-4 and b-5.

Without complications n = 29 Complications n = 9 p value
b-2
 mean (Sd) 301.64 (1.43) 301.69 (1.42)
 95%Ci [301.47;301.82] [301.01;302.37]
 range (min–max) 298.36–304.95 299.93–303.81
 median 301.50 301.34 0.9341
b-3
 mean (Sd) 301.75 (1.88) 301.79 (2.04)
 95%Ci [301.52;301.97] [300.80;302.77]
 range (min–max) 297.68–307.33 299.15–306.44
 median 301.53 301.83 0.9409
b-4
 mean (Sd) 307.23 (1.51) 305.27 (1.45)
 95%Ci [307.05;307.41] [304.55;305.99]
 range (min–max) 302.86–309.90 303.31–308.12
 median 307.49 305.08 0.0001
b-5
 mean (Sd) 307.20 (1.49) 306.10 (1.51)
 95%Ci [307.03;307.38] [305.14;307.06]
 range (min–max) 302.71–311.21 303.41–308.37
 median 307.32 306.07 0.0165
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period. Both in the intraoperative test and in the test performer directly after the flap was 
sutured onto the recipient site, the standard deviation (SD), the median and the mean value 
of the temperature did not show statistically significant differences between the flaps with 
and without complications. After 24 h, however, the difference of all three parameters was 
significant, which was also confirmed in a thermographic examination on Day 7. Signs of 
impaired flap perfusion such as skin colour, capillary refill time or flap temperature were 
visible in a simultaneous clinical evaluation as late as after 24 h and persisted until Day 7, 
when necrotic tissue was removed. Figures 12 and 13 show images of Patient 6 and static 
thermograms.

There is no available literature describing the application of static thermography in 
humans to evaluate pedicled flap perfusion intraoperatively and on subsequent postoper-
ative days, and therefore literature discussion is not possible. Following the analysis of the 
presented results we think that static thermography does not add significant value to intra-
operative evaluation of potential necrosis. It is, however, thoroughly recommended as an 
imaging examination performed within 24 h after the procedure and on subsequent post-
operative days to support and provide adequate documentation of clinical assessment.

8. Discussion

Dynamic thermography has always been seen as a potentially powerful tool for body surface 
functional imaging [6–9,13–15]. In the case of the unipelicted TRAM flap the close relation 
between blood perfusion and thermal activity of seems obvious.

The presented method was tested on 38 patients who underwent the breast reconstruc-
tion process. Three operating methods were tested: ipsi, contra and TRAM supercharged [1]. 
Each patient was subject to seven thermal exams: before the procedure, after flap elevation, 
after flap relocation, 24 h, 7, 30 and 90 days after the reconstruction procedure. Each exam 
was performed by the statcic thermography, ADT with heating excitation, ADT with cooling 
excitation as well as the flap manual Doppler ustrasound before the procedure.

Figure 12. partial tram flap necrosis. day 7 after surgical procedure.
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The ADT based flap perfusion imaging method proved to be an effective tool for sup-
porting surgeons decisions in the TRAM flap breast reconstruction. The dTnorm and t90_10n 
parametric images are capable of detecting the exact location of perforators which supply 
the flap in blood and therefore their rejection would highly increase the risk of complications 
and flap necrosis. As it was shown the perfusion zones guidelines can be unreliable which 
can lead to complications.

One of its big advantages is the fact that it can be performed online in the operating 
room providing instantaneous feedback for the team of surgeons. The imaging procedure 
is less computational time consuming than the standard exponential parameterization meth-
ods. For the same sequence of 320 thermograms of the resolution 320×240 pix2 processed 
at the same PC the time of new parameters computation took 0.1 s while the two-exponential 
optimisation took 10 min.

Summing up, the dTnorm and t90_10n parametrization method thanks to its properties: 
non-invasiveness, reliability in the case of non-uniform excitation, thermal activity sensitivity 
as well as the ability to map perforators is good method for skin flap perfusion mapping. 
These features were confirmed via computer simulation and in the clinical research. The 
method can be also applied in solving other diagnostic/ imaging problems as for example 
post reconstruction reperfusion monitoring, surgical wound healing [13] or breast cancer 
detection [14].
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Figure 13. tram flap after debridement. day 21 after surgical procedure.
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